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Leather
Storage
ώώ B
 ulk leather finds are stored in bags and
boxes and usually do not need padding.
ώώ Support flat leather objects on a padded
surface and bag them.
ώώ Support whole objects in their natural
position, e.g. store shoes upright on
their soles.
ώώ Do not use silica gel.

Labelling and Marking
Label bags or boxes, not the leather
itself (it is too porous and absorbent for
direct marking).
ώώ U
 ndertake a documentation check to
ensure that the information is correct
before remains are marked.
ώώ Ensure that marking is clear and legible.

Environmental data
ώώ Temperature: 10–20°C.
ώώ Humidity: 45-65% (over 65% RH is a high
risk for mould).
ώώ Illuminance: 150 lux maximum.
ώώ UV Radiation: 0–10 microwatts per lumen
ideal. 75 microwatts per lumen maximum.

Indicators of decay
ώώ
ώώ
ώώ
ώώ

Mould.
Dry, embrittled edges.
Lamination or detached pieces.
Efflorescence (salts leaching from
the surface).
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Embossed leather fragment © Bristol Culture

Where you Will come
across leather
ώώ
ώώ
ώώ
ώώ

In archaeological excavation archives.
In costume collections.
In archaeological objects of all periods.
In World Culture collections.

Handling
ώώ Use nitrile gloves.
ώώ Use two hands when handling, and handle
over a padded surface covered in acid
free tissue.
ώώ Be aware of laminating surfaces and
objects with detached or disintegrating
parts (e.g. shoes where stitching
has decayed).
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Leather
Look out for
ώώ L
 eather which was recovered water
logged. Treat these as waterlogged
objects if they are in a wet state.
ώώ Leather as a common component of
composite objects. Leather objects may
have metal rivets or surface gilding that
may corrode.

Health and Safety
ώώ L
 eather can be contaminated with
mould or with chemicals from the
excavation site (e.g. toxic metal salts,
cess-pit material).
ώώ Wear an appropriate facemask if mould
or biocides are a risk.
ώώ Use nitrile gloves, and avoid opening
bags and boxes where necessary.
ώώ Waterlogged materials may have been
previously treated with toxic biocides.

Medieval leather shoe © Bristol Culture
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